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This is Ash Wednesday. But why ashes? Supposedly, this
comes from the Roman Catholic custom of sprinkling the ashes of
the palms burned on palm Sunday on the heads of those who desired
t*b do ^enaric4> on this day, repented and were thus received into
the church.

We enter into Lent. The 40 day period that ends with our
Easter Celebration* While doing some research for this
presentation, I discovered that the word ''Lent" comes from the
aricient Saxon/ "Lenetenr meaning "spring". It was called
Leneten-tide because it is the time of year when the days
noticeably increase in length. The "Leneten-faesten" meaning
"spring first" which was shortened to Lent. Over the centuries,
Lent has been observed in many ways. At first its duration was
short and severe, confined to the forty hours between the time of
the crucifixion and the Resurrection. Gradually the period of
fasting increased until it became forty days in accordance with
the forty day fasts of Moses, Elijah and Jesus.

In the third century, it became customary to fast during Holy
Week. There is mention of the Lenten fast in the Fifth Cannon of
the Council of Nicea in 325. In the 4th century, Pope Felix III
decreed a fast of thirty-six days and in 487, four more days were
added to make it correspond with our Lord's forty days fast in the
wxiderness. In the eighth and ninth centuries, this period became
fixed and ever since has been observed by the Roman Catholic,
Greek Orthodox and Anglican Churches. During the reformation, the
practice of fasting was relaxed and after the revolution, Lenten
laws became obsolete. in the 16th century, Lent was enjoined both
upon moral grounds and for the benefit of the fish trade. Persons
were imprisoned for eating flesh in Lent, in the 18th century,
the strict observance of the Lenten Fast was generally abandoned.
Later the practice of observing Lent was revived as a period of
discipline or as an. exercise of self denial the extent of
observance being left to each individual's discretion.

This little bit of history brings us to where we are today,
wauwatosa,^ Wisconsin, Ash Wednesday, February 16, 1994. A time
when we really need to ask ourselves, "Does it really make any
difference?" Looking back through history we see many ways people
practiced their religion and note how they created laws to enforce
P?rtuC r b6ih*vior- Tnev even jailed people who did not follow
the beliefs set by those in power. But then an exciting thing
happened that has effected all of us. A small group in England
wanted to escape religious persecution so they could practice
religious beliefs their way. They moved their families with great
ri^f;LCU' ?.ito Holland- However, because they did not want to lose
their English heritage and language they entered into a business
venture to move to the "New" World. After some false starts they








